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Abstract
Background. After stroke, recovery of movement in proximal and distal upper extremity (UE) muscles appears to follow different
time courses, suggesting differences in their neural substrates. Objective. We sought to determine if presence or absence of
motor evoked potentials (MEPs) differentially influences recovery of volitional contraction and strength in an arm muscle versus
an intrinsic hand muscle. We also related MEP status to recovery of proximal and distal interjoint coordination and movement
fractionation, as measured by the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA). Methods. In 45 subjects in the year following ischemic stroke, we
tracked the relationship between corticospinal tract (CST) integrity and behavioral recovery in the biceps (BIC) and first dorsal
interosseous (FDI) muscle. We used transcranial magnetic stimulation to probe CST integrity, indicated by MEPs, in BIC and FDI.
We used electromyography, dynamometry, and UE FMA subscores to assess muscle-specific contraction, strength, and inter-joint
coordination, respectively. Results. Presence of MEPs resulted in higher likelihood of muscle contraction, greater strength, and
higher FMA scores. Without MEPs, BICs could more often volitionally contract, were less weak, and had steeper strength recovery
curves than FDIs; in contrast, FMA recovery curves plateaued below normal levels for both the arm and hand. Conclusions. There
are shared and separate substrates for paretic UE recovery. CST integrity is necessary for interjoint coordination in both segments
and for overall recovery. In its absence, alternative pathways may assist recovery of volitional contraction and strength, particularly
in BIC. These findings suggest that more targeted approaches might be needed to optimize UE recovery.
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Introduction
Persistent upper extremity (UE) hemiparesis is a common
problem following stroke affecting the corticospinal tract
(CST). In humans with stroke, volitional movement tends
to return first at the shoulder, then elbow, then wrist and
fingers.1 These findings have led to the classical view that
UE movement recovery follows a proximal-to-distal course,
although cross-sectional studies have not consistently
observed this gradient.2,3 In macaques with pyramidal CST
lesions, strength recovers well for proximal muscles but
less well for intrinsic hand muscles; fine motor control,
conversely, remains persistently poor for both the arm and
hand.4-6 These dissociated recovery patterns suggest that the
neural pathways mediating recovery for different muscles
and motor outcomes may also be different. From behavioral
assessments alone, however, one cannot determine if corticospinal inputs are continually absent or if their reemergence relates to these recovery patterns.

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) over motor
cortex (M1) elicits a motor evoked potential (MEP), which
indicates the presence of functional CST integrity.7 Despite
a large body of TMS research in stroke, the relationship of
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CST integrity to recovery in different UE muscles has been
surprisingly underinvestigated. Most studies have focused
on the concurrent or prognostic relationship between a hand
or forearm MEP and whole-UE motor behavior.8-11 Only
one investigation examined the muscle-specific relevance
of MEPs, finding that paretic muscles could be volitionally
contracted if their MEPs were present, but only proximal
muscles could if their MEPs were absent.12 Because a modest stimulation intensity and single stimulation site were
used, it is possible that the cortical representations for proximal muscles were suboptimally probed. Importantly, the
longitudinal relationship between MEPs and the recovery
of volitional contraction was not addressed. In addition, the
relevance of MEPs to strength recovery in different UE
muscles or to segmental recovery on the Fugl-Meyer
Assessment (FMA), a commonly used clinical impairment
measure, were not evaluated in that study or elsewhere.
Here we sought to determine the influence of CST integrity on recovery of volitional muscle contraction and
strength in an arm and hand muscle, and on recovery of
proximal and distal subscores of the FMA, in the year following a first-ever motor stroke. We used TMS to track
MEPs in the first dorsal interosseous (FDI) and biceps
(BIC) muscles of the paretic UE. We predicted, based on
observations in macaques,4-6 that the BIC would depend
less on MEP presence for recovery of contraction and
strength compared with FDI. Conversely, we predicted both
the arm and the hand would depend on MEP presence for
recovery of the FMA, since this scale captures interjoint
coordination and movement fractionation during movements in and out of synergy.

Materials and Methods
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assessed 3 motor outcomes—volitional contraction,
strength, and FMA—using measures minimally contaminated by compensation. We characterized an outcome’s
recovery by its (1) degree of deficit, (2) recovery curve,
and (3) extent of recovery.

Subjects
We evaluated 45 adults (≥21 years old) with a first-time,
diffusion-weighted imaging-positive ischemic stroke resulting in UE paresis. Exclusion criteria, as well as extended
neurophysiology and clinical testing methods, are detailed
in Supplemental Materials.

TMS Neurophysiology
Briefly, we taped surface EMG electrodes in a belly-tendon
orientation over bilateral FDI and BIC muscles. We placed
electrodes at recorded distances from anatomic landmarks
and used frameless stereotaxic neuronavigation (Brainsight,
Rogue Research) to ensure consistent stimulation and
recording locations. TMS pulses were delivered to the
motor cortex (M1) with a 70-mm figure-of-eight coil
(Magstim Company Ltd). Separate cortical hotspots were
identified for the bilateral FDI and BIC at each session. At
the hotspot, 10 stimuli at 100% maximal stimulator output
(MSO) were delivered with the muscle at rest, with an interstimulus interval of 5 to 7 seconds. Trials containing peakto-peak EMG activity >50 µV in the 150 ms prior to
stimulus were discarded offline. Resting MEP presence/
absence (MEP+/−) was delineated by ≥2 deflections with
peak-to-peak amplitude >50 µV occurring within 40 ms
and at the same time poststimulus.

Experimental Design

Clinical Testing

We describe a clinical and neurophysiological portion of
the multicenter Study of Motor Learning and Acute
Recovery Time Course in Stroke (SMARTS); kinematic
outcomes are reported elsewhere.13,14 Institutional review
board–approved testing occurred at Columbia University,
Johns Hopkins University, University Hospital of Zurich,
and the cereneo Center for Neurology and Rehabilitation.
All sites used identical equipment and data collection procedures unless specified. Subjects gave written informed
consent to participate in this study, in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki.
Our approach was to longitudinally track recovery, the
reduction in deficits toward premorbid levels of behavior,15 at the level of single muscles (FDI and BIC) and UE
segments (arm and hand). Subjects were evaluated 5 times
in the year following ischemic stroke (mean days ± SD):
at week 1 (W1; 10.5 ± 3.6), W4 (34.9 ± 5.4), W12 (95.3
± 10.7), W24 (187.8 ± 12.1), and W52 (369.7 ± 9.7). We

Volitional muscle contraction, strength, and FMA in bilateral
UEs were assessed following TMS testing. We classified
muscle contraction presence or absence (contraction+/−) in
2 ways. Subjects were asked to abduct their index finger
(using FDI) or flex their elbow (using BIC) with EMG electrodes in place; volitional contraction was determined by
production of EMG activity >50 µV. If EMG data were
missing, volitional contraction was inferred from force generation on dynamometry. Congruence between the 2
approaches occurred in 95% (279/295) of observations; with
disagreement, contraction was classified as present.
Muscle strength was measured with standardized testing
positions and a handheld dynamometer (microFET2, Hogan
Health Industries). Maximal voluntary force (MVF) of finger abduction and elbow flexion was averaged from three
trials (3-second duration, 60-90 seconds rest). The UE
motor portion of the FMA (maximum value 66) assesses
interjoint coordination and movement fractionation during
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movements made in and out of synergy.16 The FMA arm
subscore largely reflects abnormal movement in the shoulder, arm, and forearm, excluding wrist (section A; maximum 36). Similarly, the FMA hand subscore reflects
abnormal movement at the fingers (section C; maximum
14). The inability to produce a muscle contraction or perform the FMA was scored as zero.

Statistical Analysis
General Approach. We used generalized estimating equations (GEE) and generalized linear mixed models (GLMM)
to analyze categorical and continuous data, respectively.
Random subject effects accounted for within-subject correlations occurring with repeated measures. In longitudinal settings, missing data is a common problem. As long
as the value of the missing variable is not related to the
reason it is missing, as we believe here, standard longitudinal models allowing for unbalanced data (ie, GEE and
GLMM) can handle the missingness.17 Muscles and sides
were considered independent. Unless noted, results reflect
analyses of the paretic side, and nonparetic data are shown
for reference.
Influence of MEP Status on Volitional Contraction and Its
Recovery Curve. We first determined if MEP status influenced the ability to volitionally contract the muscle after
stroke. At each time point, we categorized the concordance/discordance of MEP and contraction (eg, MEP+/
contraction+, MEP+/contraction−, etc) within subject.
We calculated group proportions for each category at
each time point and across the year. Subjects could cross
through categories as they recovered, reflected as changing recovery curves (time effect). We examined if the
likelihood of given category differed across muscles
(muscle effect) or if their recovery curves differed (time *
muscle effect).
Influence of MEP Status on Strength and FMA and Their
Recovery Curves. For strength, we normalized paretic
MVF to maximum nonparetic values (Figure 3A) for
quantitative comparisons across muscles. We used absolute FMA subscores for qualitative comparisons across
segments; see Supplementary Materials for rationale. To
characterize deficits, we calculated adjusted means of
strength/impairment for the year. We examined MEP
influence on this deficit (MEP effect), and whether MEP
influence differed across muscles for strength (MEP *
muscle) or across segments for impairment. For analysis
of recovery curves, we characterized change over the
year (time effect). We examined MEP influence on these
curves (MEP * time), and whether MEP influence differed across muscles for strength (MEP * time * muscle)
or across segments for FMA.

Influence of Early MEP Status on the Extent of Strength and
FMA Recovery. We finally determined if MEP status within
the first 2 weeks after stroke influenced the extent of
strength and FMA recovery achieved by 6 months. We
undertook this analysis because time course assessments
provide an incomplete picture of recovery. For example,
patients with less initial deficit may have flatter recovery
curves because they are already closer to their performance
ceiling (as imposed by the testing instrument or their individual physiology). Extent of recovery takes into account
the available “room to move” between a subject’s unique
starting baseline and his or her best potential performance.
Recovery extent is thus the ratio between observed recovery (delta between paretic measurements at W1 and W24;
that is, the change that actually occurs) and maximum
potential recovery (delta between the highest nonparetic
measurement during the year and the paretic measurement
at W1; that is, the best possible change that could potentially
occur).10,18,19 A 6-month endpoint was chosen to facilitate
comparisons with previous studies10,18,19 and comparisons
across measures and muscles/segments, which had all
plateaued by this time.13,14
We used linear regression to determine recovery extent,
which is mathematically defined as the β coefficient (slope
or proportion) of max potential recovery predicting observed
recovery.18 For example, a β value of 0.7 means that a group
achieved, on average, 70% of its maximum potential recovery. We characterized strength and FMA recovery extents
(max potential recovery effect) and examined influence of
early MEP status (MEP * max potential recovery). We also
examined if early MEP influence differed across muscles or
segments (MEP * max potential recovery * muscle). To
allow for clinical worsening, regressions included an intercept, reported for clinical interpretation.
Additional Analyses. The groups in the aforementioned analyses include subjects who converted from MEP− to MEP+
over the recovery course. We additionally explored recovery curves and extents in subjects with and without MEP
conversion (Supplemental Results).
Significance for all analyses was set at α = .05. Fisher’s
exact tests and t tests were 2-tailed. P values were not corrected for comparisons across sides, as these analyses were
secondary. Analyses were performed in R and JMP Pro 13
(SAS Institute Inc).

Results
Subject characteristics are shown in Table 1. Fewer subjects
had left hemispheric stroke because of exclusion for aphasia. Five subjects had W1 FMA scores of 63 to 65 because
of improvement between enrollment in the study and the
first formal assessment. All subjects sustained injury to the
CST (Figure 1) as confirmed by diffusion tensor imaging of
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Table 1. Participant Characteristics.a
Participant Characteristics (n = 45)
Demographics
Gender
Male
Female
Age (years)
Race
White
Black
Other
Hand dominance
Right
Left
Stroke characteristics
Hemisphere
Right
Left
Locationb
Mixed
Subcortical
Paretic side dominance
Dominant
Nondominant
W1 paretic FMA scorec
Psychotropic medications
SSRIs
GABA agonists or antidopaminergics

31 (69)
14 (31)
60.0 (21.7-68.6)
36 (80)
8 (18)
1 (2)
34 (76)
11 (24)

29 (64)
16 (36)
27 (60)
18 (40)
13 (29)
32 (71)
37 (0-65)
15 (33)
5 (11)

Abbreviations: SSRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors; GABA,
γ-aminobutyric acid
a
Gender, race, hand dominance, and stroke hemisphere, location, and
paretic dominance are presented as count with percentage of sample
in parentheses. Age and paretic Fugl-Meyer Assessment (FMA) score at
first assessment are presented as mean with range in parentheses. Hand
Dominance was assessed with the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory. Also
shown are the count with percentage of sample in parentheses of patients
who took psychotrophic medications at some point within the year.
b
Stroke location was classified as “mixed” if there was cortical and
underlying white matter involvement and “subcortical” if there was
white matter ± deep nuclei involvement without cortical involvement.
c
W1 FMA scores may have exceeded exclusion of ≥ 63 because of
interval recovery between screening for enrollment and the first formal
assessment.

the CST.14 We obtained measurements in 67% to 87% of
subjects per time point (Supplementary Materials Table 1).

Influence of MEP Status on Volitional Muscle
Contraction
We first characterized the association between MEP status
and volitional muscle contraction over the year (Figure 2).
The FDI and BIC had similar proportions of MEP+/contraction+ (84.2% vs 74.4%) or MEP−/contraction− (7.4%
vs 4.5%) over the year, with a comparable likelihood (muscle: odds ratio [OR], nonsignificant). However, the overall

odds of MEP−/contraction+ were 4.6 times higher in BIC
than FDI (20.1% vs 7.3%; muscle: OR 4.6, 95% CI 1.713.0, P = .004). Of note, the odds of MEP−/contraction+
were also 5.7 times higher in the paretic than nonparetic
BIC (20.1% vs 3.9%; OR 5.7, 95% CI 1.7-19.4, P = .005).
This indicates that absent paretic BIC MEPs were not simply due to the well-known methodological challenge of
eliciting proximal MEPs, and they were significantly more
absent than in the setting of normal physiology. MEP+/
contraction− was rarely observed, occurring in 1% of
observations in the paretic FDI only.
Longitudinally, the odds of MEP+/contraction+
showed a trend for increasing in FDI (time: OR 1.03/week
[wk], 95% CI 0.99-1.06, P = .056) and BIC (time: OR
1.02/wk, 95% CI 0.99-1.04, P = .061). The odds of
MEP−/contraction− decreased in FDI (time: OR 0.90/wk,
95% CI 0.82-0.99, P = .046) and BIC (time: OR 0.87/wk,
95% CI 0.79-0.95, P = .002). MEP−/contraction+ was
stable over time in both muscles (time: nonsignificant).
Inspection of individual subject data revealed that this category often served as an intermediate step between early
MEP−/contraction− and eventual recovery to MEP+/
contraction+, with subjects entering or exiting over time.
Importantly, its occurrence indicates that for both muscles,
the return of volitional muscle contraction can precede the
return of the MEP. The odds of developing any category
over the course of a year did not significantly differ
between the 2 muscles, indicating similar recovery curves
(time * muscle: nonsignificant).

Influence of MEP Status on Deficits of Strength
and FMA
We then assessed whether MEP status differentially influenced strength in paretic FDIs and BICs (Figure 3B). As
expected, both paretic muscles were weak in the year following stroke, regardless of MEP status. MEP+ FDIs were
significantly stronger than MEP− FDIs (60.4% vs 17.9% of
maximum nonparetic strength; MEP: t(83) = 5.7, P <
.0001). Similarly, MEP+ BICs were significantly stronger
than MEP− BICs (71.7% vs 46.1% of maximum nonparetic
strength; MEP: t(79) = 5.25, P < .0001). MEP status differentially influenced strength in the muscles: when MEPs
were absent, strength was relatively less affected in the BIC
than FDI (MEP * muscle: t(263) = 2.7, P = .008). This differential influence was most salient at ≥24 weeks after
stroke, when MEP- FDIs were substantially weaker than
MEP+ FDIs, whereas MEP- and MEP+ BICs had similar
strength (Figure 3B).
We also investigated whether MEP status differentially
influenced FMA subscores in the hand and arm (Figure 4). The
paretic hand and arm were impaired in the year following
stroke, regardless of MEP status. Hands with MEP+ FDIs had
higher FMA subscores than hands with MEP− FDIs (11.4 vs
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Figure 1. Lesion distribution on MRI. The lesion distribution from 43 subjects was mapped to JHU-MNI space and superimposed
on one hemisphere, as described in Xu et al.14 The color bar denotes the number of subjects who shared the lesion location.
Two missing subjects had striatocapsular lesions. All subjects had lesion involvement of the M1 and/or CST estimated by diffusion
tensor imaging (results not shown.) Subjects with pontine lesions (n = 6) had FDI and BIC MEPs, indicating they did not specifically
contribute to poorer recovery in the MEP− groups. MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; JHU-MNI, Johns Hopkins University–Montreal
Neurological Institute; CST, corticospinal tract; FDI, first dorsal interosseous; BIC, biceps; MEP, motor evoked potential.
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MEP/volitional contraction
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MEP+ / contraction+
MEP- / contraction+
MEP+ / contractionMEP- / contraction-

20
0

no contraction

100
40
20
0

14

12

24
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14

12

24

52

14

12

24

52

14

12

24
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Week post stroke

Figure 2. Relationship of MEPs and volitional muscle contraction over time in the (A) paretic and (B) nonparetic FDI and BIC. At
each time point, the presence/absence of an MEP and volitional muscle contraction in the same muscle were categorized for each
subject, and the percentage of subjects with each category was calculated. Time courses of these proportions are shown for those with
volitional contraction (upper panel) and no contraction (lower panel). The overall odds of MEP−/contraction+ in the paretic BIC were
4.6 times higher than the paretic FDI (P = .004) and 5.7 times higher than nonparetic BIC (P = .005). MEP, motor evoked potential;
FDI, first dorsal interosseous; BIC, biceps.

4.4 FMA pts; MEP: t(149) = 6.5, P < .0001). Arms with
MEP+ BICs also had higher FMA subscores than arms with
MEP− BICs (31.5 vs 21.1 FMA pts; MEP: t(138) = 5.9, P <
.0001). Figure 4 reveals that MEP absence had a similar impact
on the FMA in the proximal and distal segments, reducing
FMA scores from the maximum by about 5 to 10 points.

Influence of MEP Status on Recovery Curves of
Strength and FMA
We next assessed whether MEP status differentially influenced recovery curves for normalized strength in paretic

FDIs and BICs (Figure 3B). Strength recovery occurred in
MEP+ FDIs (time: 0.49%/wk, t(97) = 4.2, p < .0001) and
MEP− FDIs (time: 0.37%/wk, t(12) = 2.3, P = .042), with
recovery curves that were similar (MEP * time: nonsignificant). Strength recovery also occurred in MEP+ BICs
(time: 0.19%/wk, t(84) = 2.1, P = .037) and MEP− BICs
(time: 0.77%/wk, t(21) = 3.7, P = .001), but interestingly,
were significantly steeper for MEP− BICs (MEP * time:
t(116) = 2.7, P = .008). The influence of MEP status on
strength recovery curves significantly differed across muscles (MEP * time * muscle: t(237) = 2.0, P = .047).
Inspection of Figure 3B shows that strength recovery curves
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Figure 3. Effect of MEP status on (A) absolute and (B) normalized strength over time in the FDI and BIC. Single-subject data and
average values with SEM are shown for each time point. (A) Absolute MVF is shown for the paretic and nonparetic sides for clinical
reference. (B) Normalized MVF is shown for the paretic side. Normalization was within-subject, such that subjects’ paretic MVFs were
normalized to their own highest nonparetic MVF value (nonparetic best), irrespective of MEP status. Both paretic hand and arm were
weak following stroke, but having an MEP was associated with significantly greater strength than having no MEP, for both paretic FDI
(P < .0001) and BIC (P < .001). Paretic BIC strength was less affected by MEP absence than paretic FDI strength (P = .002). Strength
recovery curves ran in parallel for FDIs with and without MEPs, but began to converge for the paretic BIC groups (P = .008). This
pattern of recovery in the presence/absence of MEPs was significantly different across the hand and arm (P = .047). MEP, motor
evoked potential; FDI, first dorsal interosseous; BIC, biceps; SEM, standard error of the mean; MVF, maximum voluntary force.

for MEP+ and MEP− FDIs ran mostly in parallel, whereas
the MEP− BIC recovery curve converged onto the MEP+
BIC recovery curve.
We also assessed whether MEP status differentially influenced recovery curves for FMA in the paretic hand and arm
(Figure 4). Recovery occurred in hands with MEP+ FDIs

(time: 0.05 pts/wk, t(103) = 4.1, P < .0001) and with MEP−
FDIs (time: 0.11 pts/wk, t(10) = 2.7, P = .023), with recovery curves that were similar (MEP * time: nonsignificant).
Recovery also occurred in arms with MEP+ BICs (time:
0.07 pts/wk, t(72) = 3.7, P < .001) and MEP− BICs (time:
0.29 pts/wk, t(23) = 2.9, P = .008), but recovery curves
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Figure 4. Effect of MEP status on absolute FMA scores over time in the paretic hand and arm. MEPs were assessed in the FDI and
BIC. Absolute FMA subscores are shown for the nonparetic sides for clinical reference. Single-subject data and average values with
SEM are shown for each time point. Both paretic hand and arm had reduced FMA scores following stroke, but having an MEP was
associated with significantly higher FMA subscores than having no MEP, for both the hand (P < .0001) and arm (P < .0001). FMA
recovery curves ran in parallel for paretic hands with and without MEPs. FMA recovery was steeper in arms without MEPs than with
MEPs (P = .007). However, hand and arm recovery curves behaved in a largely similar fashion in the absence of MEPs, arriving at a
recovery plateau at 12 weeks and not converging on their counterparts with MEPs. MEP, motor evoked potential; FMA, Fugl-Meyer
Assessment; FDI, first dorsal interosseous; BIC, biceps; SEM, standard error of the mean.

were significantly steeper for arms without MEPs (MEP *
time: t(109) = 2.7, P = .007). Inspection of Figure 4 shows
that FMA recovery curves behaved similarly for the hand
and arm. Recovery in MEP- segments showed a rapid recovery until 12 weeks, with no appreciable convergence onto
MEP+ segments thereafter.

Influence of Early MEP Status on the Extent of
Strength and FMA Recovery
We finally investigated whether having MEPs within 2
weeks after stroke influenced the extent of strength (Figure
5A) and FMA (Figure 5B) recovery. For strength, early
MEP+ FDIs attained 55% of their potential recovery
(intercept, −2.9 N; max potential recovery: t(13) = 3.7,
P = .003), whereas recovery extent in early MEP− FDIs
was not significantly different from zero. Accordingly,
early MEP+ FDIs attained a greater extent of strength
recovery than early MEP− FDIs (MEP * max potential
recovery: t(18) = 2.6, P = .019). Early MEP+ BICs
attained 100% of their potential strength recovery (intercept, −34.8 N, max potential recovery: t(12) = 3.9, P =
.002), and early MEP− BICs attained 46% of their potential recovery (intercept, −6.0 N; t(6) = 3.5, P = .013;
Figure 5B). Early MEP+ BICs trended toward attaining a
greater extent of strength recovery than early MEP− BICs
(MEP * max potential recovery: t(18) = 1.9, P = .071).
There was no significant difference in early MEP influence on strength recovery extent across muscles (MEP *
max potential recovery * muscle: nonsignificant).

For FMA subscores, hands with early MEP+ FDIs
attained 98% of their potential recovery (intercept, −0.30
pts; max potential recovery: t(17) = 17.1, P < .0001),
whereas recovery extent in hands with MEP− FDIs was not
significantly different from zero. Hands with MEP+ FDIs
trended weakly toward attaining a greater extent of recovery than hands with MEP− FDIs (MEP * max potential
recovery: t(22) = 1.7, P = .095). Arms with early MEP+
BICs attained 86% of their potential recovery (intercept,
−0.61 pts; max potential recovery: t(13) = 10.7, P < .0001),
and arms with MEP− BICs attained 75% of their potential
recovery (intercept, −0.47 pts; max potential recovery: t(6)
= 4.0, P = .007; Figure 5B). The extent of arm recovery
was comparable regardless of early MEP status. There was
no significant segmental difference in the influence of early
MEP status on FMA recovery extent (MEP * max potential
recovery * segment).
Of note, the aforementioned analyses investigated group
differences based on MEP status. Groups included subjects
whose MEPs converted from MEP− to MEP+ over the
recovery course (FDI: n = 5; BIC: n = 6). When characterizing recovery of only those with MEP+ (FDI: n = 34;
BIC: n = 26) or MEP− (FDI: n = 4; BIC: n = 8) throughout
their time courses, we found results mirroring those above
(Supplementary Table 2). We also observed that FDIs with
MEP conversion received a boost in both strength and FMA
recovery, approximating that of FDIs with MEP+ throughout. BICs with MEP conversion, on the other hand, received
a substantial boost in FMA recovery only (Supplementary
Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 5. Effect of early MEP status on extent of (A) strength and (B) FMA recovery in paretic FDI and BIC. MEPs were assessed
at W1. Recovery extent is the proportion of maximum potential change that is observed at 24 weeks after stroke, on average, for
the group; graphically, it the slope of the regression fit. Shaded areas are 95% confidence intervals for the regression fits of the same
color. The stippled line indicates perfect recovery; that is, if observed change = maximum potential change (slope = 1, intercept = 0).
(A) FDIs with an early MEP had a greater extent of strength recovery than those without an MEP (P = .019). BICs with an initial MEP
showed a trend for greater attainment of strength recovery than those without an MEP (P = .071). There was no significant difference
in the influence of early MEP status on the extent of strength recovery in the FDI and BIC. (B) Hands with an initial FDI MEP showed
a weak trend for attaining a greater extent of FMA recovery than those without an MEP (P = .095) (of note, recovery extent was
not significantly different from zero in the FDI no-MEP group due to the variability of recovery, evidenced by its wide confidence
intervals). Arms with and without initial BIC MEPs showed comparable extents of FMA recovery. There was no significant difference
in the influence of early MEP status on the extent of FMA recovery in the hand and arm. MEP, motor evoked potential; FMA, FuglMeyer Assessment; FDI, first dorsal interosseous; BIC, biceps.

Discussion
In this longitudinal observational study of individuals
recovering from ischemic stroke, we examined if MEP


status influences clinical deficits and their recovery in an
arm and hand muscle. We found that MEP presence similarly benefitted volitional muscle contraction, strength, and
FMA scores in both the BIC and FDI. Interestingly, when
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MEPs were absent, recovery patterns diverged by muscle
and motor outcome. Without MEPs, BICs could more often
be contracted, were less weak, and had steeper strength
recovery curves than FDIs. FMA recovery curves, conversely, appeared comparably limited in both arm and hand.
We assessed the concordance of MEP status and volitional muscle contraction after stroke. When an MEP in the
FDI or BIC was present, subjects could almost always volitionally contract the muscle. When an MEP in the FDI or
BIC was absent, a modest proportion of subjects could still
volitionally contract the muscle. The odds of this MEP−/
contraction+ condition were over 4 times higher in the
paretic BIC than FDI. Although MEP elicitation is more difficult in proximal than distal representations even in healthy
individuals, we believe absent BIC MEPs here represent
true pathophysiology; the odds of MEP−/contraction+
were nearly 6 times higher in paretic than nonparetic BICs.
We also found that MEP−/contraction+ was commonly a
transition state between fully absent and fully present MEP/
contraction conditions. These findings suggest that volitional muscle contraction is not exclusively dependent on
and can precede the return of MEPs, particularly in the BIC.
Our observations agree with previous work showing that
MEP presence after stroke is required for volitional contraction in FDI but not BIC.12 Given that this study used submaximal stimulation intensities (45%-70% MSO; ~1 T) and
a single stimulation site for both muscles, it is conceivable
that understimulation of the cortical BIC representation
could have resulted in spurious differences between muscles. Here we found that even with maximal hotspotspecific stimulation (100% MSO; 2.2 T), volitional activation is still possible despite absent MEPs, especially for BIC.
We furthermore found that MEP status influenced average deficits in strength and FMA scores. The presence of
FDI MEPs was associated with greater FDI strength and
less hand impairment than if MEPs were absent, consistent
with prior reports.8,11,20 Here we newly document a similar
relationship in the BIC and arm, with MEP presence conferring greater strength and higher FMA subscores. Comparing
muscles, we found that the absence of MEPs had less of a
deleterious effect on strength in BIC than FDI. In contrast,
for FMA, the two segments seemed to be similarly affected
by the absence of MEPs. These results suggest that CST
integrity is generally beneficial for the expression of
strength and normal movement throughout the UE. They
also suggest that for strength, additional neural substrates
available to BIC but not FDI may be in operation.
MEP status similarly influenced strength and FMA
recovery curves, which has not been previously reported.
Recovery curves were generally flatter in muscles/segments with MEPs than those without, likely because of
their closer proximity to the recovery ceiling—there was
less room to change over time. In the absence of MEPs,
recovery curves differed by outcome. For strength, BIC
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recovery curves converged in those with and without
MEPs, whereas FDI recovery curves ran in parallel. For
the FMA, recovery curves of both hands and arms without
MEPs plateaued at about 12 weeks, with neither converging onto those with MEPs. These findings suggest that different neural substrates may participate in strength
recovery in the BIC versus FDI, but that a similar neural
substrate, likely the CST, is required for recovery of interjoint coordination in both the arm and hand.
Finally, we found that MEP presence within two weeks
after stroke generally predicted moderate to substantial
extents of strength and FMA recovery for both muscles/segments. In the absence of early MEPs, recovery extents were
highly variable in the FDI/hand, consistent with previous
reports,9,10,21-26 but were modest to good in the BIC/arm. We
found no between-muscle/segment differences, underscoring the consistently strong benefit of early MEP presence
for predicting adherence to the proportional recovery
rule.18,27 The variable or modest recovery extents seen in the
early MEP-absent groups could be explained by inclusion
of MEP-converters (Supplemental Materials). Those who
regained an MEP at a delay recovered higher extents of
strength and FMA scores. Interestingly, strength and FMA
recovery extents were still modest in BICs that never
regained MEPs, although small sample sizes precluded
powered conclusions.
To our knowledge, we are the first to comparatively
assess the differential relevance of MEP status to recovery
of volitional contraction and strength in separate UE muscles, and to recovery of proximal and distal FMA subscores.
The observed recovery patterns point to both shared and
separate neural recovery substrates for different motor outcomes. At high intensities, cortical stimulation most effectively activates pyramidal cells with fast-conducting,
monosynaptic projections to α-motoneurons,7,28 which primarily arise from caudal M1.29 MEP size also reflects intracortical, cortico-cortical, and subcortical contributions.30
We used high-intensity stimulation to directly stimulate
pyramidal axons (ie, produce D-waves)31 in an effort to
bypass these influences and did not take MEP amplitude
into account. From MEP presence, we can infer, at the minimum, the integrity of fast monosynaptic M1 projections. As
MEP presence was beneficial for all motor outcomes, we
conclude that recovery of both force and movement benefits from availability of these projections.
In the absence of MEPs, recovery of contraction and
strength was superior in the BIC compared to FDI. One possible explanation is that CST integrity was intact enough to
support recovery but was functionally unable to generate
MEPs due to perilesional or motoneuronal hypoexcitability.32,33 Although we attempted to circumvent perilesional
influences by using high-intensity stimulation,31 we cannot
exclude intraspinal reasons for absent MEPs. Even so, it is
unclear why spinal hypoexcitability would preferentially
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affect arm motoneurons, leading to more “false-negative”
BIC MEPs.
Alternatively, our findings may indicate that ipsilesional pathways not contributing to the MEP could participate in recovery. MEP status does not reflect the integrity
of slow-conducting mono-, di-, and oligosynaptic projections from primary and secondary motor areas, such as the
premotor cortex (PMC) and supplementary motor area
(SMA). These ipsilesional CST projections may remain
uninjured after stroke and could participate in recovery, as
occurs in macaques.34-36 However, these projections are
more abundant and functionally stronger for distal muscles,29 suggesting that if they were to support recovery, the
FDI MEP− group should have recovered better. As we did
not observe this, we speculate that slow CST projections
cannot actualize recovery for the entire UE, or they do so
selectively for the BIC. We know of no mechanism for
this, unless they project to other pathways that have predominantly proximal innervation (eg, the reticulospinal
tract; see below).
Other potential pathways to consider include uncrossed
CST projections from contralesional M1,35,37,38 the C3-4
priopriospinal system,39 and corticorubral pathways.40 In
macaques that have recovered from a pyramidal lesion,
uncrossed M1-CST projections to hand and forearm motoneurons do not functionally strengthen (proximal muscle
motoneurons not assessed).41 In macaques that have recovered from an isolated frontal lobe stroke, however, uncrossed
M1-CST projections show increased terminal density at
spinal cord laminae supporting axial/proximal function.38
While these results suggest that uncrossed M1-CST projections could play a role in proximal recovery, their anatomic
scantiness should be kept in mind.42 Propriospinal interneurons in the C3-4 spinal cord also demonstrate upregulated
excitability after stroke,43,44 but the functional relevance of
this pathway in humans is debated.45,46 Ipsilesional corticorubral projections and the red nuclei undergo microstructural changes after stroke,40 but the rubrospinal tract is
vestigial in humans and does not project beyond the upper
cervical spinal cord.47 It is conceivable that these various
pathways upregulate to contribute to motor recovery in
humans, but their direct role in restoring volitional contraction and strength is less clear.
In our view, the likeliest pathway to explain the robust
BIC recovery in the absence of MEPs is the reticulospinal
tract (RST). In humans, the CST and RST are the primary
drivers of voluntary UE movement.48 The CST has more
numerous and functionally stronger projections to motoneurons of distal muscles,49,50 whereas the RST has more numerous and functionally stronger projections to interneurons
and motoneurons of axial and proximal muscles.51-54 The
RST and corticoreticular projections (arising from M1 and
more densely from PMC and SMA55) may also participate in
motor recovery. In CST-lesioned animals, corticoreticular
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and reticulospinal projections demonstrate increased firing
rates, functional strengthening, axonal spouting, and synaptic bouton formation.36,41,56-58 CST-lesioned macaques with a
spared RST recover proximal strength and hand grip, while
a secondary RST lesion causes reemergence of proximal
deficits.4 In humans, the RST has an increased influence on
proximal force generation after stroke (distal muscles not
tested).59
The functional and anatomical connectivity of the RST
could explain why, in the absence of MEPs, the BIC showed
superior recovery of contraction and strength—the BIC
could more heavily draw upon a reorganizing RST. This
pathway may contribute less to inter-joint coordination,
which likely requires CST input.60,61 This requirement may
explain why both MEP− segments plateaued during FMA
recovery: both were afforded some basic movement via the
RST—enough to score some FMA points—but lacked the
CST input necessary for further coordination and generation of additional FMA points.

Limitations
Some limitations of this study should be considered. Our
modest sample consisted mostly of mildly and moderately
impaired subjects, reducing generalizability. In addition,
strength and FMA measures may have not been identically
matched across muscles and segments in terms of their performance demands. Performing dynamometry requires
strength for both FDI and BIC, but may also require movement fractionation for the finger (ie, isolating movement of
the index finger to undergo testing).60 Conversely, performing the FMA requires interjoint coordination during movement in and out of synergies for the arm but not for the
hand. Importantly, the BIC and FDI are not representative
of all muscles in the proximal and distal segments. Muscles
acting at the same segment may be innervated by different
pathways (eg, intrinsic/extrinsic hand muscles62) or be differentially influenced by the same pathway (eg, elbow flexors/extensors63). A pathway may also upregulate for select
muscles in the same segment.41 Thus, muscle-specific
assessments are necessary to generate a more nuanced characterization of UE recovery substrates. Finally, we speculate that the corticoreticulospinal pathway could be a major
contributor to BIC recovery, but we did not assess it directly.
Although a few studies have longitudinally assessed the
corticoreticulospinal pathway after stroke.12,23,64 none have
reported its evolution in relation to behavioral recovery.

Conclusions
In this longitudinal study of ischemic stroke patients, we
found that in the presence of MEPs, FDIs and BICs recovered comparably well in all motor outcomes. In the absence
of MEPs, the BIC recovered volitional contraction and
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strength more robustly than FDI, whereas inter-joint coordination recovery, measured with the FMA, remained limited
in both the arm and hand. Our findings reinforce the notion
that CST integrity is beneficial for recovery generally, but is
of particular importance for inter-joint coordination proximally and distally. The results also suggest that alternative
pathways, such as the RST, may participate in strength
recovery (especially for BIC). Understanding the neural
substrates that are more—or less—relevant to various
aspects of motor recovery will help develop mechanismdriven approaches to restore function.
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